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                                    Cooktop

                                    Doesn’t your kitchen deserve more than cheap pots and pans from the dollar store? For just a little bit more, you can get premium cookware and bakeware from Electrolux, one of the world’s tops appliance brands.
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                                    Refrigerator

                                    Is your refrigerator getting old? Well, this festive season bring home a new fridge for enhanced and efficient cooling of your food products. Your shopping experience depends on your cooling needs.
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                                    Choose from the vast collections of mobile phones from popular brands. We are also famous for to give best offers on mobile phones on various occasions.
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                                    Television

                                    No matter how big or small, we’ve got the parts for just about any TV repair imaginable. From remote controls to lamps to cables and beyond,
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                                    Projector

                                    Projectors used to be a staple of classrooms and corporate meeting rooms, but with improvements in technology and lower prices, more people now purchase projectors for personal use. Projectors today are lightweight and portable, have high resolutions, and produce color accurate images proper for premium entertainment use
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                                    Glasses

                                    Bold rectangular spectacles with curved edges to bring softness to the frame, these are a must-have. The cellulose propionate with a shiny finish and practical full-rims look good and are comfortable to wear through the day.
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                                    Computer

                                    Like phones, our computers are nearly as important to us as the air we breathe. So when they’re not working, we often break out in hives or tears of frustration. Relax! Encompass can help get you back on track with laptop power adapters, hard drives, screens and more.
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                                    Too hot or too cold? Check out our selection of heating, ventilation and air conditioning parts to warm things up or cool things down. We’ve got parts for big jobs and small from key HVAC manufacturers such as Goodman, Rheem and more.
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                                    Ice Maker

                                    Remember filling up ice cube trays and carefully placing them in the freezer, trying not to spill water all over yourself and the floor? And later going for some ice water only to find someone has taken all the cubes without refilling the trays? Then you totally understand the value of auto ice makers and will do anything to keep them running. We’ve got you covered with replacement units from all the top brands.
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                                    Laptop

                                    Scroll through the extensive range of laptops built for content creation that available online and buy the system that suits your needs and budget. You can be guaranteed that you are purchasing the best of quality at the best price online. Shop laptops for content creation and avail amazing deals, discounts and offers on this range of products.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Dishwasher

                                     It’s the 21st Century – who has time to wash dishes by hand? We’ve got the parts you need to avoid the perils of “dishwashing hands!” We also carry Affresh to rid your dishwasher of stinky odors from caked on food.
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                                    BluRay-DVD Player

                                    Experience the ultimate HD experience with the wide range of LG Blu-ray players from 3D Blu-ray players to smart and portable Blu-ray players.
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                                    Remote

                                    Use your Android phone or tablet as a remote for your Android TV. Easily switch between d-pad and touchpad modes to navigate content and play games on your Android TV device. Tap the mic to start a voice search, or use the keyboard to input text on Android TV.
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                                    Pedestal

                                    When it comes to an organized workspace, storage is a necessity. The Free Standing Ped with Castors without knobs facilitates storage space without occupying storage space.
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                                     What’s movie night without microwave popcorn? When your microwave stops turning or heating, check out our selection of repair parts so you can get back to snacking fast.
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                                    Sound Bar

                                     Experience cinematic sound from your sofa. This Dolby Atmos soundbar with wireless sub-woofer draws you deeper into the shows and movies you love. You’ll hear the drama flow around you, and even overhead.
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                                    Washer-Dryer

                                    Unless you’ve got a full box of quarters and a lot of time to waste being bored out of your mind, you’d probably rather be stung by a hundred bees than sit in a coin-operated laundry room. Encompass is here to save your day with washing machine parts from all the top brands.
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                                    Water Filters

                                    There’s nothing worse than a dirty kitchen that smells like last week’s dinner. Keep it looking and smelling fresh with our great selection of cleaning products.
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                                    Oven-Range

                                     Cook multiple dishes together with ease on this cooking range made of four burner gas stove, gas oven and gas grill made of durable aluminum alloy.
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                                    Camera

                                    Never miss a moment with Camera, and take fantastic pictures and videos using features such as Portrait, Night Sight, and the video stabilization
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                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Cooktop

                                     Doesn’t your kitchen deserve more than cheap pots and pans from the dollar store? For just a little bit more, you can get premium cookware and bakeware from Electrolux, one of the world’s tops appliance brands.
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                                    Refrigerator

                                    Is your refrigerator getting old? Well, this festive season bring home a new fridge for enhanced and efficient cooling of your food products. Your shopping experience depends on your cooling needs.
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                                    Ice Maker

                                    Remember filling up ice cube trays and carefully placing them in the freezer, trying not to spill water all over yourself and the floor? And later going for some ice water only to find someone has taken all the cubes without refilling the trays? Then you totally understand the value of auto ice makers and will do anything to keep them running. We’ve got you covered with replacement units from all the top brands.
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                                    Range Hood

                                     If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    DishWasher

                                    It’s the 21st Century – who has time to wash dishes by hand? We’ve got the parts you need to avoid the perils of “dishwashing hands!” We also carry Affresh to rid your dishwasher of stinky odors from caked on food.
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                                    Microwave

                                    What’s movie night without microwave popcorn? When your microwave stops turning or heating, check out our selection of repair parts so you can get back to snacking fast.
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                                    Washer-Dryer

                                    Unless you’ve got a full box of quarters and a lot of time to waste being bored out of your mind, you’d probably rather be stung by a hundred bees than sit in a coin-operated laundry room. Encompass is here to save your day with washing machine parts from all the top brands.
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                                    Water Filters

                                    There’s nothing worse than a dirty kitchen that smells like last week’s dinner. Keep it looking and smelling fresh with our great selection of cleaning products.
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                                    Television

                                    No matter how big or small, we’ve got the parts for just about any TV repair imaginable. From remote controls to lamps to cables and beyond,
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                                    Projector

                                    Projectors used to be a staple of classrooms and corporate meeting rooms, but with improvements in technology and lower prices, more people now purchase projectors for personal use. Projectors today are lightweight and portable, have high resolutions, and produce color accurate images proper for premium entertainment use
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                                    Mobile

                                    Choose from the vast collections of mobile phones from popular brands. We are also famous for to give best offers on mobile phones on various occasions.
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                                    Sound Bar

                                    Experience cinematic sound from your sofa. This Dolby Atmos soundbar with wireless sub-woofer draws you deeper into the shows and movies you love. You’ll hear the drama flow around you, and even overhead.
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                                    BluRay-DVD Player

                                    Experience the ultimate HD experience with the wide range of LG Blu-ray players from 3D Blu-ray players to smart and portable Blu-ray players.
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                                    Remote

                                    Use your Android phone or tablet as a remote for your Android TV. Easily switch between d-pad and touchpad modes to navigate content and play games on your Android TV device. Tap the mic to start a voice search, or use the keyboard to input text on Android TV.
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                                    Camera

                                    Never miss a moment with  Camera, and take fantastic pictures and videos using features such as Portrait, Night Sight, and the video stabilization
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                                    Glasses

                                    Bold rectangular spectacles with curved edges to bring softness to the frame, these are a must-have. The cellulose propionate with a shiny finish and practical full-rims look good and are comfortable to wear through the day.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    Range Hood

                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                                    If your kitchen smells like a fishing boat, it’s time to get that range hood repaired FAST. We supply carbon filters, control panels and more to help clear the air.
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                    Customer Support

                  
                  
                    We’re here to help with whatever you may need whether it’s help finding a part or making a return. Call us, submit a query on the site or use our online chat service – whatever is best for you!

                 
                

              

            
              
                
                  
                     
                        
                     
                  

                  
                    Secured Payment and Shipping

                  
                  
                    Rest assured that we use all the latest security protocols to help ensure your payments are safe.

                 
                

              

            
              
                
                  
                     
                        
                     
                  

                  
                    Shipping & Returns

                  
                  
                    For your convenience, we offer economical ground shipping, as well as expedited delivery options. Not happy with your purchase or something went wrong? You have 60 days to get the item back to us.

                 
                

              

            
         

      

   









  
    
      
		
			 LG Parts Info
		

      

      Get your questions answered about LG Parts. We can help.
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             LG Part Chat

            24/7 Support with Chat and your manage your order!
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             Telephone 

            (866) 779 7906
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            Email 

            Send LGParts your support inquiry.
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            Register Now

            Register your product Here!
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     Frequently Asked Questions - LG Parts 
    


  
  

  
    
      How can I order LG replacement parts?

      
    
    
      You can order LG replacement parts by placing an order through our website. Ensure you have the correct model number and part information before placing an order.

    

  


    
    
      How do I identify the right LG replacement part for my appliance?

      
    
    
      Refer to your appliance's model number and consult the LG website or user manual. This information will help you find the correct replacement part for your specific appliance model.

    


    
    
      Can I find replacement parts for older LG appliances?

      
    
    
      LG strives to provide replacement parts for a wide range of appliances, including older models. However, availability may vary, and it's advisable to check with LG customer support for specific inquiries.

    


    
    
      Are LG appliance accessories universal, or do they vary by model?

      
    
    
      LG accessories are designed to be compatible with specific appliance models. It's important to check the compatibility information provided by LG to ensure the accessory fits your appliance.

    


    
    
      How quickly can I expect delivery when ordering LG parts online?

      
    
    
      Delivery times for LG parts purchased online may vary. Check the shipping information provided during the ordering process or contact the seller for specific delivery estimates.

    


    
    
      What should I do if I can't find the LG replacement part I need?

      
    
    
      If you're having trouble finding a specific LG replacement part, reach out to LG customer support for assistance. They can guide you on availability or suggest alternatives if necessary.

    


    
    
      Are LG replacement parts easy to install on my own, or do I need professional assistance?

      
    
    
      The ease of installation depends on the part and your technical skills. Some parts are user-friendly, while others may require professional assistance. Refer to the user manual or seek guidance if unsure.

    


    
    
      Can I return or exchange LG replacement parts if they are not the right fit?

      
    
    
      Return and exchange policies vary by seller. Review the terms and conditions before making a purchase, and contact customer support for assistance with returns or exchanges.

    


    
    
      What should I do if I encounter difficulties during the installation of LG replacement parts?

      
    
    
      If you face challenges during installation, refer to the provided instructions or seek help from LG customer support. They can offer guidance and troubleshooting tips to ensure a successful installation.

    


    
    
      Are LG replacement parts covered under warranty?

      
    
    
      Warranty coverage for replacement parts varies depending on the type of part and the warranty terms for your specific LG product. Check your product's warranty documentation or contact LG customer support for clarification.
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